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Abstract: Numerous factors contribute to the declining pharmaceutical industry on the one hand and the rapidly growing generic industry together with the growing importance of medical devices and biologicals on the other. It is clear that the pharmaceutical industry is going to undergo a change in the next decade in order to meet the current challenges facing it and ultimately sustain its profitability and growth. This paper aims to identify a number of fairly obvious trends that are likely to have a significant impact on the product development pipeline in the next decade. It is more than clear that the current production pipeline for pharmaceutical, biotechnology and medical device industries is no longer sustainable and that urgent interventions are required in order to maintain its current level of profitability.
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Introduction

The withdrawal of high profile drugs (such as Reductil™ and Vioxx™) from the market following post-marketing studies, the termination of drugs in the late stage of drug development (such as Torcetrapid™), the relative lack of new drugs in the development pipeline, together with the merging of leading pharmaceutical companies, suggest that the pharmaceutical industry is in a crisis.

The BCC Pharmaceutical report maintains that the pharmaceutical industry is one of the most profitable and stable industries.1 In 2004, the global pharmaceutical market was estimated to be worth $554 billion with a predicted growth rate of 8.2% per annum.2 However, despite this forecast, it is clear that the current product development pipeline has many deficiencies. Due to exorbitant research and development costs, together with falling success rates for new drugs (especially late-stage failures), productivity is decreasing.2-4 For instance, during the period 1996–1999, the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approved 157 new drugs, while during the period 2006–2009, only 74 drugs were approved.3 Of those new drugs making it to the market, only about 30% will generate sufficient revenue to cover the cost of their research and development.5 In addition, the patents on a number of “blockbuster drugs” have expired in the past few years (including those for Lipitor™, Cozaar™, Seroquel™ and Plavix™), resulting in a myriad of mergers and acquisitions within the industry in an attempt to retain profitability.2 The situation is further exacerbated by the rapid growth in the generic industry, coupled with increased patient and physician acceptance thereof.2 The growing importance of other products, such as medical devices and biologicals, also cannot be ignored. It is clear that the pharmaceutical industry will have to undergo a change in the next decade in order to meet the current challenges...
facing it and ultimately sustain its profitability and growth. In our opinion, there are a number of fairly obvious trends that are likely to have a significant impact on the future product development pipeline in the next decade.

The generics market
The intense global pressure to reduce healthcare costs, together with the increasing number of drugs reaching the end of their patent, is resulting in increasing competition for pharmaceutical companies by generic manufacturers. In fact, by 2008, the patents of 80% of the blockbusters that were marketed in 2000 had terminated, exposing an estimated US$50–$70 billion to generic erosion and a projection that global sales for the top 10 selling drugs in 2004 will shrink by 82% in 2011. In 2005, the generics market was worth an estimated $60 billion; this is expected to increase significantly in the next few years. Much of this challenge comes from developing countries such as India which do not respect patent protection and are able to develop, test and manufacture generics at a fraction of what it costs in the West.

In addition to these factors, managed health care and other insurance providers are also seeking to reduce and control healthcare costs through generic substitution.

The following is envisaged for the next 10 years:

- Ongoing drive to decrease the cost of health care, in particular prescription drugs.
- Pharmaceutical companies will attempt to prolong patent expiries by various means, for example supplementary protection certificates, life-cycle management, second pharmaceutical use claims and patent settlements and/or reverse payments.
- The generics market is expected to increase significantly.
- Many of these cheaper generics will continue to come from countries such as India, China and those in Eastern Europe.

Changing demographics
World-wide, the number of people over the age of 60 has tripled in the last 50 years, and it is expected to triple again in the next 50. In addition, there will be a female predominance in this age group. This aging population is likely to have a significant impact on the current healthcare system especially with regard to the prevalence of chronic conditions and diseases such as Alzheimer’s disease, muscular degeneration, cancer, stroke, chronic obstructive airways disease and cardiovascular disease. For instance, it has been estimated that 80% of people over the age of 65 years have a chronic condition, while 50% have two. So great is this challenge, that the European Forum for Good Clinical Practice (EFGCP) held a workshop in Belgium last year, entitled “The challenge of an aging population for medical research: 1/3 of the EU population will be more than 60 years of age in 50 years’ time.”

This “silver tsunami” will probably affect medical research and consequent product development in the following ways:

- Clinical research protocols will start catering for this aging population by extending the eligibility of clinical trials to include them. Many current trials, for instance, limit the maximum age for inclusion, exclude any degree of renal impairment, minimize concomitant medications and exclude patients with many of the other chronic conditions associated with aging. By addressing these issues, clinical trial results will have more relevance to the aging population.
- Most phase I studies are conducted in young fit male volunteers with pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic profiles which differ greatly from the older, female-predominant population of the future. In addition, due to the fact that a large percentage of this population is already being treated for one or more chronic conditions, the application of these trial results to the aging population needs to be questioned. On the otherhand, the vulnerability of older patients and their access to medical research benefits complicate their inclusion in clinical trials. Medical researchers and ethicists will need to address this issue.
- There will be a greater drive by the pharmaceutical, biotechnical and medical device industries to research and develop products that can be used to treat chronic conditions typically associated with aging, multi-factorial disorders such as cancer, and lifestyle conditions such as obesity, impotence and balding. Many of these products may not be able to offer a cure, but are likely to slow the rate of development of the disease – such as the current development of a monoclonal antibody by Roche for the progression of Alzheimer’s disease.
- In addition, another focus of future product pipelines will be prevention, to ensure that the aging population stays healthy and independent for as long as possible. Although preventative drugs may initially add to the rising price of healthcare, ultimately they could prolong life, improve the quality of life and reduce costs (for example by reducing the need for chronic medication and nursing).
Globalization
The globalization of clinical research from predominantly first world countries to poorer, undeveloped ones has been increasing significantly over the past 2 decades. This trend looks set to continue with 24 of the 25 fastest growing countries being from emerging regions. The basis for this trend is two-fold: firstly, the cost of clinical trials is much lower in these countries and secondly, in many cases, many patients from developed countries are simply not interested in becoming trial participants.

In the next decade, developing countries will also be the target for increased pharmaceutical sales – in particular the E7 countries (China, Indonesia, India, Turkey, Russia, Brazil and Mexico). These countries are not only regarded as being some of the fastest-growing economies in the world, but they also provide new markets with aging populations demanding better and more developed healthcare. With a combined population of approximately 3 billion, PriceWaterhouse Cooper estimates that pharmaceutical sales from these countries could account for 20% of global sales by 2012. Much of this growth is attributable to an increase in lifestyle diseases associated with a poor diet and an increasingly sedentary lifestyle, for example diabetes, obesity and hypertension. The prevalence of counterfeit drugs and lack of protection of intellectual property remain a huge challenge in these countries.

Predictions for this sector within the next decade include:
- The increased trend in globalization with regards to clinical trials continues. Stricter regulations come into being to deal with data emanating from these countries.
- An increase in pharmaceutical sales in developing countries, especially the E7 countries, as their economic expansion continues at a faster rate than in the G7 countries.
- More attention is paid to control the problems pertaining to intellectual property and consequent counterfeit drugs.
- More and more of the pharmaceutical companies and clinical research organizations expand their offices into these countries. In particular, Asian companies start merging and acquiring pharmaceutical companies from developed nations. Developing countries start manufacturing more and more of the world’s pharmaceutical products.
- Research and development is focused on the lifestyle diseases and chronic conditions which are becoming predominant in these E7 countries.

Biotechnology
According to Fillmore, the biotechnology industry is undoubtedly regarded as the most likely source for innovative products. For more than a decade now, there has been an increase in the number of approvals of new biologicals and they have constituted an increasingly larger percentage of all drug approvals in the last few years. Much of this growth is related to improved recombinant technologies. Oncology is the most rapidly growing segment, mainly due to the increase in adjunctive therapies and high cost of effective biotherapies. Sales have increased from an estimated $30 billion in 2005 to $65 billion forecasted for 2010. One has only to look at the product pipeline of large pharmaceutical companies such as Pfizer and Novartis to realize the extent of this increase – and the extent to which oncology drugs are included in this pipeline. According to Burrill, “biotechnology is driving a global transformation from the treatment of illness to the treatment of wellness; at the same time, the changing world is transforming biotechnology”.

A number of biologicals either have or will reach the end of their patents within the next 3–5 years, including Humulin™, Avastatin™, Remicade™ and Cerezyme™. This has resulted in the research and development of alternative versions of biologic products, referred to as biosimilars. This is likely to cause a few problems as the characteristics of biologicals are integrally entwined with the manufacturing process. Currently regulations pertaining to the marketing of such agents are unclear.

The changes envisaged in the next decade with regards to this issue are:
- The biotechnology industry will continue to grow and will develop its own expertise with regards to clinical trials.
- The biotechnology industry will expand to countries other than the USA and Europe.
- There will be an increase in partnering agreements between major pharmaceutical companies and biotechnology companies.
- Regulatory and ethical issues with regard to biosimilars will be dealt with.

Personalized medicine and companion diagnostic tests
In recent years, it has become apparent that the “one-size-fits-all” approach to drug research and development is flawed. The efficacy rate of many drugs is only 25%–60%. Furthermore, adverse drug reactions cost the European Union nearly €79 billion annually and are listed as the fourth most common cause of death.
of personalized medicine, or “the right drug for the right patient at the right time”, offers a potential solution to this problem and is based on the emerging capabilities within the field of pharmacogenomics. Interest in this field has grown significantly over the last decade. This is evident in the exponential increase in the number of articles appearing in medical journals. A number of such drugs are available today, including trastuzumab for the treatment of breast cancer and gefitinib for the treatment of lung cancer. In addition, there is a growing number of pharmaceutical and biotechnology companies that are expanding into this arena, including Roche Pharmaceuticals, Pfizer, GlaxoSmithKline, Bristol-Myers Squibb/ImClone Systems and Genentech. Currently the industry is worth about $232 billion with an anticipated 11% growth rate per year. According to Roth, the question is no longer whether to utilize these new pharmacogenomic technologies, but to identify the optimal methods for incorporating them to increase consumer health, while achieving the most advantageous economic benefit. Even developing countries such as Mexico, Thailand, South Africa and India are entering this market.

The growth of personalized medicine will develop hand-in-hand with the development of companion diagnostic tests. These tests can “identify patients who are not likely to respond to certain treatments based on genetic information”. To date, there are a number of drug manufacturers who have started such development – for instance:

- Amgen has collaborated with Qiagen NV to develop a “companion diagnostic” for Amgen’s colorectal oncology drug, Vectibix®.
- Pfizer has partnered with Genomic Health, to develop a “prognostic test” to “predict the risk of recurrence in patients with renal carcinoma”. This is being developed in collaboration with its new oncology agent, Sutent®.

In the next decade, the following developments with regard to personalized medicine are foreseen:

- There will be a huge increase in the number of personalized drugs available – especially in the field of oncology where currently only 5% of the available drugs are effective in patients. However, this trend will also extend into other areas of medicine – especially those conditions associated with poor overall drug efficacy. In Jorgensen’s opinion, these fields will be oncology, autoimmune diseases and infectious diseases.
- Recently, a rapid, multiplexed genotyping method to identify the single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) that affect warfarin dose has been discovered. Effectively this converts warfarin into a personalized medicine. It is likely that more and more currently marketed therapies will undergo similar conversions.
- Clinical trial designs will adapt by including “stratification of the study population into biological subgroups… By creating a ‘genetically’ preselected study population, results should be obtainable in a shorter period of time, and it should also allow for reduction in sample size”.
- This would ultimately reduce the costs of research and development. In addition, there will be a growing trend to test novel companion diagnostic tests in the same clinical trials. The field of pharmacodiagnostics will mature.
- Pharmacogenetic testing will become more common in the context of clinical trials, and may play a role in drug surveillance (both in the context of clinical trials and post-marketing). For instance, pharmacogenetic testing could be done on individuals who experience severe adverse drug reactions and compared with a control group of patients who did not experience such side-effects.
- Regulatory authorities, such as the FDA and EMEA, will introduce regulations pertaining to the development and marketing of personalized medicine.
- Ethical stances and regulations will emerge with regards to pharmacogenetic testing – especially with regards to the availability for further testing of samples kept in biobanks.

Medical device companies
In excess of 8000 new medical devices are introduced to the US market per year, with nearly 4% of all Americans having one or more implanted medical device. In addition, the industry has nearly doubled between 2000 and 2006, making this another important area to focus on for the revitalization of product pipelines. Current uncertainties regarding the regulatory requirements, R&D costs and reimbursement requirements are causing significant delays in the introduction of many of these devices. This field is expected to carry on growing in the next decade. Hopefully regulations pertaining to the registration thereof will be resolved. In addition, clinical trials comparing medical devices to standard of care products will also become a reality.

Other trends predicted for the next decade
- Decreasing rate of adverse drug reactions in clinical practice due to the advancement of nanotechnology and nanomedicine formulation of therapeutics that lead to
greater therapeutic efficacy with lower drug doses and accompanying lower toxicity.\textsuperscript{37} The lifestyle drug market (for conditions such as depression, sexual dysfunction, alopecia and obesity) was valued at $23 billion in 2008. This market is seen to represent opportunities for pharmaceutical companies seeking new and sustainable revenue streams as traditional markets become increasingly crowded and unprofitable.\textsuperscript{38} Regulations will be developed to protect the consumers of these products.

- Outsourcing of clinical trials is an effective method for pharmaceutical and biotechnology companies to reduce research and developmental costs. Such outsourcing refers not only to the conduct of clinical trials and the manufacturing of medication in developing countries, but also outsourcing to organizations that supply specific services to technology-driven drug discovery partners.\textsuperscript{39} In particular, the clinical research organization business will continue to expand.

- Safety and risk mitigation activities: In the wake of the large number of post-marketing withdrawals in recent years (including Bextra\textsuperscript{TM}, Vioxx\textsuperscript{TM} and Baycol\textsuperscript{TM}), regulatory bodies such as the FDA and EMEA are requiring stringent risk management plans.\textsuperscript{40,41} This practice is likely to evolve further, as is the use of clinical trial registries.

- Fragmentation of the industries, R&D cost/timelines and empty pipelines will result in further rounds of mergers, acquisitions and licensing agreements for products.\textsuperscript{4} This will hopefully prevent the drainage of company resources by limiting potential financial losses.\textsuperscript{2}

- The use of computer modelling and appropriate biomarkers will assist in the discovery of potential new medical entities and thereby aid companies in making more rational and informed decisions with regards to future investments.\textsuperscript{2,38} This will be accompanied by a decline in the use of animal models.

- Companies will take greater advantage of the potential economic benefits afforded by orphan drug development and pediatric research and development.

- There will be an increasing role for, and influence of, NGOs and activist groups at both the national and international level and demand for more transparency and for affordable therapeutics and technology transfer.\textsuperscript{6}

**Conclusion**

It is more than clear that the current production pipeline for pharmaceutical, biotechnology and medical device industries is no longer sustainable and that urgent interventions are required in order to maintain its current level of profitability. Over the years, however, the pharmaceutical industry has proved itself to be robust and adaptable. No doubt the current challenges and hurdles awaiting it will be dealt with effectively and appropriately. However, it is imperative that such changes be instituted after there is recognition that the environmental threat to current strategy is high, but before the psychological process inherent in coping behavior is engaged.\textsuperscript{42}
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